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Ancient Witness: Genesis 12:1-4 

This sermon is also my annual report to the congregation.  Normally, we have our Spring con-
gregational meeting about this time in late May, however that regular meeting has been post-
poned due to the coronavirus pandemic. 

First, I want to address our current situation. We are living in an age when thousands of churches 
are closed down each year.  The Christian church in the U.S. is shrinking, and this is particularly 
true of the mainline protestant churches.  The fastest growing religious demographic is the 
“nones,” those who do not affiliate with any particular church or tradition.  With the United 
Church of Christ, since 2008, one church closes every two weeks.  Here’s part of a report from 
the U.C.C. which shows the decline of of almost a million in church membership from 1985 to 
2015.  And it projects a similar decline from just under a million to about 200,000 members 
about 25 years from now.  

Now, our congregation is no exception to these broad, national trends.  In addition, we have an 
aging congregation and have experienced the loss of many members to death in past few years.  
Many of our members travel and are away a lot, and we are left with a smaller and smaller core 
of dedicated people who do the bulk of the work.  There is a high transience rate, and we experi-
ence a lot of members who move.   
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The congregation has been experiencing a steady decline for at least the last 15 years.   Average 
church attendance is probably the best metric and most reliable indicator of congregational vitali-
ty and size.  You can see from this graph that in 2005 there was an average attendance of 128.  In 
2010, it was 105, representing an 18% decrease for those five years. In 2015 it was 75.  This is a 
28% drop for this five year period.  In the six months before the COVID pandemic, average at-
tendance was 58.  This represents a 22% drop for the last five year period.  So you can see that 
the drop has been consistent over the long term.  I would add that the COVID crisis will likely 
have a negative impact on the congregation, as well.  

This rate of decline is not sustainable.  I believe that we have a relatively small window to stabi-
lize or reverse this trend. 
 
Even if we were to get some high paying tenants to share our space, this does not address the 
core problem of declining membership. 
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This will require, in my view, substantial changes and bold decisions by the congregation.  If 
there is to be a long term future for this spiritual community, we will need to take some risks and 
to make some real, not just superficial, changes.  I say this not to scare you, but to make us alert.  
The “same old same old” isn’t going to cut it. 

Now this is the context and present reality that we received a very competitive offer to purchase 
our church building, it is why the Council felt that it deserved fair consideration by the congrega-
tion.  It could be an option to help turn the congregation around.   As heartbreaking as it may be, 
we might be at that point.  We are blessed with a very fine facility.  And we need to acknowledge 
with gratitude the gift of this building that is the result of sacrifice and sweat  of generations gone 
before us.  But we also need to see the reality of our current situation of a congregation that is in 
serious decline.  My top goal is to do what it takes for the long term life and vitality of this 
congregation.   

Look, we have something to offer the community that no other congregation offers.  We have an 
understanding of the gospel that is different from all other churches around us.  We are built for 
many of the “nones” who might take another look at an alternative Christianity.  We unapologeti-
cally have the most progressive theology that focuses Jesus as a spiritual teacher more than as the 
second person of the trinity.  We welcome dialogue with science and don’t fear it.  At this church 
there is true freedom and encouragement to search and seek, starting with the pulpit.  Our faith is 
not based solely on external doctrine, creeds or the literal words of the Bible.  Our faith is prac-
tice-based rather than belief-based.  Following the path of Jesus leads us to our own inner expe-
rience of the Sacred.  We are also committed to engagement with the world and mission as few 
congregations are.  We value the prophetic word, advocacy and engagement with social justice 
that is unique.   

Although we have many treasured relationships, we are much more than a social group.  Al-
though we do good work in the community, we are not merely a service organization.  Although 
we support and even host non-profit organizations, we are more than just that.  We are a church 
that is first and foremost a spiritual community, part of the body of Christ.  We would be sorely 
missed, and I am determined to keep this spiritual community alive and well. 

And so the offer we received just might be an opportunity to help us do that.  Here are some 
things to consider. 

Visibility 

We are currently entirely surrounded by student housing.  We do not have any college students 
from these buildings, and we have no connection or relevance to our immediate neighborhood.  
Any students we have had join us are graduate students living elsewhere.  Because of the evolu-
tion of College Hill, we are virtually hidden away from the rest of the community.  New resi-
dents of the Palouse would never see our building and be aware of it’s existence.  Whenever 
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there are new church developments, visibility is always an important consideration for choosing 
a location that contributes to the success of that new church. 

Size and Resources 

This would be an opportunity to find a smaller, more affordable, right-sized facility. 
Selling our building and acquiring a more modest space would leave us with considerable funds 
for ministry and church redevelopment.  This would include money for marketing, consulting or 
additional staff to facilitate church growth. 

Space for Progressive Seekers 

As beautiful as our sanctuary is, it is also very traditional.  This is not consistent with our non-
traditional message.  More than any church in the area, we are trying to appeal to those who are 
disaffected by traditional Christianity and those who are seeking a true alternative and new form 
of Christianity.  It would be extremely helpful if our space conveyed this.  Personally, I love tra-
ditional space.  But this is not about me.  It is about the health of our church.  This requires us to 
think about potential new members.  An important question is, “What kind of space conveys a 
progressive Christianity?” 

Such a space would be flexible and simple, stressing an importance of mission.  It would empha-
size that the church is the people, not the building.  It would convey equality and not hierarchy.  
It would allow for creativity and change.  It would reflect an awareness that all space is sacred. 

A True New Beginning 

Moving could be the “shot in the arm” we need to make vital changes.  Not only could this gen-
erate excitement, it is an opportunity for a true new beginning and not simply a continuation of 
the status quo.  There would be a newfound freedom and permission to examine everything we 
do with new eyes.  It is a chance to re-brand and re-introduce ourselves to the community and a 
skeptical generation.  While there would continuity with our past, we would not be bound by it.  
It could be a catalyst and provide impetus to make changes that such as  

• changing our name to clearly identify who we are,  
• or refocus and revitalize worship,  
• or adopting a small group model for mission and social connection.  

We could relaunch the church, maintaining our presence in the community. 

But whatever we do, I believe the situation calls for a bold faith.  This boldness is found 
throughout the sacred texts of the Bible.   

In our passage from Genesis 12, we have the story of Abram leaving the security and comfort of 
his country and family, and he is gets this possibility in his head to go to a new land and start 
over.  He is somehow confident that God will lead him in this venture and that he would experi-
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ence growth and success.  There were lots of unknowns and no assurances, just that God would 
be with him.  And that’s what we all have, after all.  But this possibility captivated his imagina-
tion.  And so he went.  And it said he was 75 years old! 

Of course, it was not easy.  And he needed to be told, “Do not be afraid,” over and over.  If we 
keep reading to verse 12, it says that “as the sun went down, a deep and terrifying darkness de-
scended upon him.”  He did not take an easy and painless path. 

Writing to a different congregation, Timothy said, “God did not give us the spirit of timidity, but 
rather a spirit of power and love.”  Now is the time to connect with this part of our heritage.  
May we, too, say this. 

There’s another story in Deuteronomy where Joshua becomes Moses’ successor.  There is a 
phrase that is repeated over and over.  First, Moses says to all the people facing this transition, 
“Be strong and bold.”  Then, Moses says to Joshua, “Be strong and bold.”   And then finally, God 
says to Joshua, “Be strong and bold.” 

Look, I know that thinking about these possibilities right now is asking a lot of us.  And frankly, I 
would rather not be doing this.  But it is the situation that is asking this of us.  And it seems to me 
that we and the U.C.C. are being asked by our situation to recover this adventurous streak of our 
tradition—an entrepreneurial spirit.  Now it the time to be strong and bold.  The same old, same 
old isn’t going to cut it. 

Now, moving would have it’s obvious downsides, too.  It would be daunting—a lot of work!  We 
may not be up to the task, and it would be perfectly O.K. if we don’t want to do it.  I just want 
you to know that if you want to, I’m willing. 

Whatever we do, we need to act with boldness.  I believe this. 

Now is the time we should guard against settling down too much.  We need to guard against con-
gealing if we are to venture forth out of our comfort zone as generations before us have done.  
The Christian faith is like a ship.  And it’s been said that while ships are safe in the harbor, that is 
not what a ship is for.  The question is, how?  How shall we venture forth and be bold and 
strong? 
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